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Abstract: Over the past two decades, there has been an increasing trend towards
miniaturization of both biological and chemical sensors and their integration with
miniaturized sample pre-processing and analysis systems. These miniaturized lab-on-chip
devices have several functional advantages including low cost, their ability to analyze
smaller samples, faster analysis time, suitability for automation, and increased reliability
and repeatability. Electrical based sensing methods that transduce biological or chemical
signals into the electrical domain are a dominant part of the lab-on-chip devices. A vital
part of any electrochemical sensing system is the reference electrode, which is a probe that
is capable of measuring the potential on the solution side of an electrochemical interface.
Research on miniaturization of this crucial component and analysis of the parameters that
affect its performance, stability and lifetime, is sparse. In this paper, we present the basic
electrochemistry and thermodynamics of these reference electrodes and illustrate the uses
of reference electrodes in electrochemical and biological measurements. Different
electrochemical systems that are used as reference electrodes will be presented, and an
overview of some contemporary advances in electrode miniaturization and their
performance will be provided.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there has been growing interest in the development of miniaturized sensors for
biomedical and environmental applications, both for monitoring biologically significant analytes and
environmental conditions such as pH, physiological markers such as oxygen and carbon dioxide
content in blood, as well as detection of pathogenic bacteria and viruses. This interest has been in
response to the increasing need to prevent outbreaks and cross contamination in the global food supply
and processing chain and maintenance of safe drinking water supply, as well as in medical settings
where the patient’s physiological condition has to be monitored in real-time.
Although a wide array of biosensors based on optical, electrical, piezoelectric, resonant and thermal
transduction for biomedical and environmental applications exists, electrochemical biosensors are
some of the simplest, low-cost, reliable and practical sensors [1-4]. Electrochemical biosensors for
biomedical and environmental applications have been developed employing various fabrication
methods such as photolithography, screen-printing and ink-jet printing. In all these biosensors, the
electrochemical transducer, which converts the quantity and type of chemical/biological analyte into a
distinct electrical signal, is the most important component. Typically, the transduction results in either
a change in voltage at an electrode interface or a flow of charge when the potential of the electrode is
maintained constant relative to the solution. A crucial component that measures and controls the
solution side potential is the reference electrode. The reference potential set by the reference electrode
must be insensitive to any changes occurring in the electrolyte solution and must maintain a constant
potential throughout. The current trend towards miniaturization of the biosensors for higher speed,
performance and portability has meant miniaturization of not just the sensing element, but also of the
reference electrode.
Reference electrode miniaturization has several implications which require considerable attention.
All components of the electrode such as metal, salt, filling solutions and interfaces need to be
miniaturized. Factors such as potential drift, liquid junction effects and solution concentrations are
significant factors which could easily obscure correct results and need to be controlled [5,6]. Thus, in
constructing such electrodes, there are several factors which are needed to be taken into account [6]:
(1) The reference electrodes must have high exchange current densities and thus be nonpolarizeable (hard to change the electrode’s potential).
(2) The potentials of all of the electrodes must be reproducible.
(3) The potential drift of the electrodes, from factors attributed to filling solution effusion or
degradation of electrode coating, must be minimized over the duration of device operation.
(4) Other operational requirements needed for the working electrodes might be imposed based on
the nature of the experiment. For example, invasive recording and stimulating electrodes
should not introduce foreign toxic ions into humans, which necessitate the use of highly
polarizeable electrodes.
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The reference electrode has a pronounced influence on the accuracy of measurements made with
such bio-sensors, whether they are electrochemical sensors, biological Field Effect Transistor (bioFET) [7,8] or bio-impedances probes [9,10], as it is present in almost all types of biosensors, and plays
an equally important role in ensuring proper device operation and reliability of the results. Evidently,
in order to facilitate for the development and successful operation of an array of miniaturized sensors,
it is vital to fabricate functional and robust miniaturized reference electrodes.
This review is organized as follows. In the following section, we describe the basic dynamic
operation of electrodes, and this will lead us to establishing criteria for the design of reference
electrodes. Then, some common types of reference electrodes will be presented, followed by sections
on miniaturized and microfabricated reference electrodes and their performance. Finally, examples of
common uses of electrodes in chemical and biological sensing will be given.
2. Basic Theory
2.1. Electrode Potential
Any electrochemical interface consists of an electrode (typically metal) and an electrolyte with a
potential associated with the electrode. The potential represents the energy per unit charge required to
take a charge from one side of the interface to the other. This electrode potential can be related to the
chemical activities of the constituents of the electrochemical reaction by the Nernst Equation.
Ered  Ered 0 

RT  ared 
ln 

zF  aox 

(1)

where E is the electrode reduction potential, Eored is the standard reduction potential, R is the universal
gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, z is the number of electrons transferred per reaction, F is
Faraday’s constant, and ared and aox denote the chemical activity of the reduced and oxidized species,
respectively. Electrode potentials are often expressed in terms of half-cell potentials with respect to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) which has a conventional potential of zero.
2.2. Current-Voltage Relationship
When an electrode-electrolyte interface is at its standard potential, it is at equilibrium and no net
reaction occurs at the interface. With current flow due to application of an external potential, this
thermodynamic equilibrium is violated, and one must resort to kinetic models to be able to characterize
the electrochemical system under non-equilibrium conditions. There are two major factors influencing
this response. In solution, the electrolysis of the analyte depends on the transfer of electrons between
the electrode and substituents at the interface, and replenishment of interfacial analyte once it has been
electrolyzed [12,13]. At low applied potentials and currents, electron transfer is predominantly
dependent on standard redox potential and applied potentials. Most of the applied potential occurs
across the interfacial regions, and the electrochemical equations ultimately determine the current flow
through the rates of reaction. The rate of the chemical reaction will depend on the applied potential and
the electrode potential at zero bias. A simple model for the current-voltage characteristics is given by
the Butler-Volmer equation:
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where:
j is the current density,

=V-Veq is the “overpotential”, defined as the difference between the applied potential and the
built-in potential Veq of the electrode,

 is the symmetry factor, which is a linearization coefficient for the effect of the overpotential on
the energetics of the reaction,
k is Boltzmann’s constant,
q is the elementary charge, and
j0 is the exchange current density.
This equation shows that, for a kinetically controlled process, the flow of charges across the
electrode electrolyte interface will induce a change in potential of the electrode. The exchange current
density is the key determining factor in the magnitude of the change. The higher the exchange current
density, the lower is the change in potential. Thus, higher exchange current density in the reaction
system is sought for use as reference electrodes and such systems are said to be well poised. The
Butler-Volmer equation is only accurate for the so-called outer-sphere reactions. In such reactions, the
only process that happens is electron tunneling between the electrode and the analyte, with no
intermediate step such as specific adsorption or intermediate reactions. An example of an outer sphere
reaction would be the hydrogen evolution on platinum, which is used in the standard hydrogen
reference electrode. Unfortunately, not all reference systems are outer sphere reactions. For example,
Ag/AgCl reaction does not fall into this category. However, Equation (2) can still provide useful
insight into the design parameters for the electrode. The exchange current density is given by:

  n 
1
s
red

j0  qK n

s 
ox

e

G 0
kT

(3)

,
where nreds and noxs are the concentrations of the reduced and oxidized species per unit area,
respectively, G0 is the activation energy for the forward and reverse reactions at equilibrium, and K is
the pre-exponential factor which is proportional to the collision rate between reacting species and
depends on the geometry and mass of the molecules, and on the temperature. The higher the exchange
current density, the smaller is the electrode-electrolyte interfacial resistance and the more stable is the
electrode potential. The exchange current densities for many different electrode reactions are
summarized in [14,15].
Figure 1 shows a potential diagram explaining the outer-sphere electron-transfer reactions. Upon
electrode-electrolyte contact, spontaneous reactions occur due to the electrochemical potential
difference. When this reaction is at equilibrium, the reactants and products have the same
electrochemical potential (dashed line), with an accompanying E0 electrostatic energy change. Now, if
an external source of energy is introduced to the system, the electrostatic potential of the products can
be reduced from E0 to E, and the reaction can be made to proceed. The applied potential η affects the
height of the barrier for the reaction as well, which gives rise to the exponential terms in the ButlerVolmer equation.
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At low applied voltages, the reaction barrier (Figure 1) determines the rate of current transfer.
However, at higher applied voltages, this reaction barrier becomes of less significance, and the currentdetermining phenomenon is the rate of transport of the reacting species to the electrodes, known as
mass transport. Mass transport can be achieved via migration, convection, or diffusion [12]. Diffusive
flow is spontaneous and occurs due to concentration gradients that build up as a result of fast
consumption of reactants at the interfaces. Convective flow is the mechanical “dragging” of reactants
by the hydrodynamic flow of the bulk electrolyte, due to viscous forces. Migration is the transport of
charged reactants by electrostatic attraction to a charged electrode. Diffusion can occur in both
directions: towards the electrode and away from it. When the reaction rate is fast enough, depletion of
the reacting species at the interface causes diffusion of new reactants from the bulk, which can place
an upper limit on the rate of the reaction and current flow. Similarly, abundance of the products can
inhibit the progress of the reaction due to their effect on the chemical potential of the reacting species.
If the reaction results are dissolved ions, then their diffusion away from the bulk might be the current
limiting factor.
Figure 1. Outer-sphere reaction effect on the reaction potentials.

2.3. Reference Electrodes
The reference electrode, a specific type of electrode comprised of well-defined materials, has a
known stable potential to which all other electrode potentials are referenced. For example, the
potential of the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) at standard conditions (25 oC, 1 bar pressure and
HCl solution with activity of 1 mol/kg) is fixed as zero. However, due to its complexity it is not used
as often. The Ag/AgCl electrode is arguably the simplest and most practical reference electrode used
in industry and research. Its simple construction, consisting of Ag metal coated with AgCl immersed in
a saturated filling solution, and cheap manufacturing costs, make it an attractive choice.
The requirements for a reference electrode can be summarized as follows:
1.

The reference electrode must have a high exchange current density, must be reversible and nonpolarizeable. These properties will allow exchange of charge between the electrode-electrolyte
interface due to electrochemical reactions and other environmental factors without significantly
changing the electrode potential. It will also guard against fluctuations caused by random charge
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injection into the interface. Figure 2 shows typical current-voltage profiles, indicating the range of
good reference electrodes.
2.

The electrode reaction should not consume the electrode or change its surface area in any way, so
as not to change the reaction area and hence the current.

3.

The solution in contact with the reference electrode should be saturated. There are many reasons
for having a saturated inner filling solution and separating it from the external test solution. First,
evaporation of the solvent will not affect the concentration of the solution and hence the electrode
potential. Second, a high concentration of reactants allows for higher and stable exchange current
density, which allows the reference electrode to maintain its potential when current is flowing
through it. Third, any minute fluctuation in the concentration of a saturated solution will not
change the electrochemical potential (and hence, the electrode potential) greatly because of the
logarithmic dependence of the chemical potential on the concentration. Finally, the larger portion
of the electrode potential occurs due to the large net dipole at the metal-electrolyte interface. Since
the composition of the test solution is application-dependent, it would be desirable to have the
reference electrode potential as independent as possible from the test solution. Liquid junction
potentials are very small and will not change much by changing the test solution. However, if the
test solution were in direct contact with the electrode, then the surface potential could vary greatly.
Figure 2. Symmetric I-V curves for electrodes of varying polarizability.

4.

The interface between the test liquid and the saturated solution must be designed to minimize any
form of rapid convective mixing. Such rapid mixing contaminates the reference electrode’s
environment and the test solution, possibly affecting the chemical and biological reactions of
interest in the test solution and definitely changing the reference potential.

5.

The liquid junction potential should be the minimum possible, and should be constant with time.
This is generally done by ensuring that the solvent is the same to avoid net dipole moments at this
surface. Detailed liquid junction analysis has been cited extensively in literature [16,17].
Generally, electrochemical equilibrium is reached rapidly while the effects of convective mixing
are hindered by the porous membrane [6]. However, if other species are allowed to interact and
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pass through this membrane, they can take place in the equilibrium process and the final potential
can be disturbed. Equilibrium might never be reached and this process can assist in rapid leakage
of the reference electrode solution.
6.

The reaction should be simple enough that the exchange current density law (Equation 2) is valid.
Many electrode reactions are not modeled by the Butler-Volmer equation and require many
different steps for the reaction to occur. For the electrode reactions in which intermediate
processes do not occur, there might be a need for the adsorption of reactant ions onto the
electrode’s surface, and the energetics of the reaction become complicated. In such reactions, the
equivalent exchange current density becomes quite small, possibly needing a very long time to
reach equilibrium and hence are not reversible.
The junction should be free of other possible contaminating species that can affect the reference
electrode potential by changing the chemical potential of the reactants, or worse, by participating
in the electrochemical reaction and making it impossible to attain equilibrium.

7.

The characteristics of the reference electrode must be reproducible. Many different electrodes
might have excellent stability and low drift. However, due to the limited control over the
fabrication procedure, they might end up having different potentials.

Reference electrodes are expected to maintain constant electrode potentials throughout their
operational lifetime, but many different processes can compromise proper reference electrode
potential, and numerous studies have been performed towards minimizing these effects. In the case of
the Ag/AgCl electrode, dissolution of AgCl changes the activity of the ions in the electrolyte, which
affects the potential. This problem becomes much worse if the volume of the filling solution is small.
Additionally, as the electrode operates, there is continuous dissolution of the AgCl layer, and once it is
used up, the electrode potential changes dramatically, since AgCl is no longer available for cathodic
operation. Another problem is that the filling solution can leak through the porous glass separator and
cause degradation in the electrode potential due to its effects on the activity in the saturated solution
and the effects on the potential of the liquid junction. Under normal conditions, the liquid junction is in
electrochemical equilibrium with respect to one ion, but is not in material equilibrium. Material
equilibrium takes place slowly and causes slow degradation of the reference electrode potential over
time. Finally, test solution pH fluctuations may influence a shift in electrode potential and hence must
be regulated accordingly [18]. When a reference electrode lacks a filling solution and is in direct
contact with the test electrolyte solution, it is termed a “quasi”- reference electrode; such electrodes
eliminate the liquid junction potential but do not provide stable potentials and the potentials vary
significantly with the test solution. The SHE or Calomel electrodes are also viable options for
miniaturization, however they are less favorable due to the intricacy of the design (requiring controlled
H2 pressure) and incorporation of toxic mercury, respectively.
A drifting electrode potential has many undesired effects. Electrochemical studies of electrode
potentials normally utilize the three-electrode configuration. In this setup, shown in Figure 3, the
electrode whose potential is to be measured is named the working electrode. Current is supplied to the
working electrode from another electrode called the counter electrode. The counter electrode potential
changes depending on the amount of current injected and hence cannot be used to measure the
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electrode potential. A third electrode (reference) is introduced into the solution and the working
electrode’s potential is read with respect to the reference electrode, when a constant current is applied.
Alternatively, a constant voltage can be applied between the working and reference electrodes and the
current is read. The main advantage of the reference electrode over the counter electrode is that the
reference electrode’s potential does not fluctuate, and no current passes through it in this experiment.
Figure 3. Three electrode setup with a standard hydrogen reference electrode.

3. Common Reference Electrode Types
Depending on the application and the availability of specific ionic species in the test solution,
different electrode-electrolyte systems can be used as reference electrodes. In general, a single
reference electrode will not satisfy all of the requirements of an ideal reference electrode, with the
result that what serves as a good reference electrode for a certain environment might be unsuitable for
some other environment or application. With these considerations taken, there are a few electrode
types that appear more often than others as reference electrodes in many different applications. This
section briefly describes these electrodes.
3.1. Ag/AgCl Electrode
The silver/silver-chloride electrode is by far the most common type of electrode used in research
and industry due to its simple construction. The macroscopic model is comprised of silver wire coated
with silver chloride, immersed in a Cl- ion rich solution such as KCl, all of which is enclosed in a glass
tube and separated from the test solution via a membrane as well as a salt bridge. In such electrodes,
AgCl dissolution and internal filling solution effusion pose serious threats to reference electrode
stability and accuracy. The following reaction is used to characterize the Ag/AgCl electrode:
AgCl ( s )  e   Ag ( s )  Cl  ( aq )

(4)

According to this reaction, it is expected that the chlorine ion acts as the chemical species in the
operation of the electrode, and its activity, which is related to its concentration, has a significant
impact on the electrode potential [19]. The electrode potential can be obtained from the Nernst
equation (Equation 1) by substituting appropriate quantities from equation 4 and is:
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RT
RT
ln K s 
ln aCl 
(5)
F
F
where K s  a Ag   aCl  is the activity solubility product of silver chloride and is a constant which is
usually incorporated into the standard potential of the silver/silver chloride electrode to produce:
RT
0
E Ag , AgCl ,Cl   E Ag

ln aCl 
(6)
, Ag  ,Cl 
F
In a rich chloride filling solution, the flow of current which causes a change in chloride content,
will not affect its chemical potential and is the reason for this electrode’s stability. The standard
electrode potential for the Ag/AgCl electrode is 0.22 Volts at unit Cl- activity. As the Ag/AgCl
electrode is often used with saturated HCl, the practically used electrode potential is 0.199V. The
exchange current density for silver electrodes in 1M perchlorate (XClO4) solution is around
1A/cm2 [14].
0
E Ag , AgCl ,Cl   E Ag

, Ag 

3.2. Calomel Electrode
The Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) consists of mercury, which is covered by a mercury
chloride paste (Hg2Cl2 calomel), all of which is in contact with a saturated KCl solution, enclosed in
glass tubing; a platinum wire is used for external contact [20]. The benefits of such an electrode are
ease of construction and stable potential; however, working with mercury is hazardous due to its
toxicity. The associated equation for the redox reaction of the calomel electrode is as follows:
Hg 2Cl2 ( s )  2e   2 Hg (l )  2Cl  ( aq )

(7)

The Nernst relationship between the potential and the composition is:
RT
RT
0
Ecal  E Hg

ln K s 
ln aCl 
(8)
, Hg 2 2 
2F
F
where K s  aHg 2  aCl2  is the activity solubility product of mercurous salt chloride and is a constant
2
which is usually incorporated into the standard potential of the silver/silver chloride electrode to
produce:
RT
0
(9)
Ecal  E Hg

ln aCl 
2Cl2
F
Evidently, the potential depends upon the chlorine ion according to the Nernst equation, so
maintaining KCl saturation is vital for a stable potential. The standard electrode potential for the
saturated calomel electrode is 0.245 volts. The exchange current density for the Calomel electrode is
approximately 1A/cm2 [21].
Although miniaturized mercury-containing electrodes have been manufactured [22-23], they often
require some form of gel matrix to keep the mercury electrode in place. Incorporation of such gels is
not readily compatible with microfabrication techniques. The availability of simpler Ag/AgCl
electrodes with high stability, and also the toxicity of liquid mercury, makes the SCE not a very
attractive candidate for miniaturization.

3.3. Hydrogen Electrode
The standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is an important electrode because its standard potential is
set at 0, and all other electrodes’ standard potentials are measured with respect to it. The construction
involves a platinum surface covered with black platinum. The black platinum helps facilitate reduction
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of protons and acts as a catalyst for the electrode reaction. In addition, a coated platinum surface has a
much larger area than bare platinum, which enhances the exchange current density. The platinum is
immersed in an acidic solution, and the reaction progress can be seen as hydrogen gas bubbles over the
platinum surface. The entire cell is contained within a glass enclosure and a pressure controller keeps
the pressure of hydrogen fixed to maintain the electrode’s potential. The associated reaction is as
follows:
2 H  (aq )  2e   H 2 ( g )



The Nernst equation for this half cell is E  E0   RT 2 F  ln aH 



2



(10)

PH 2 and suggests that the

hydrogen ion activity is predominantly responsible for the observed potential in this case. The absolute
electrode potential of the SHE is estimated to be about 4.44 volts at standard conditions of 20C
temperature and 101.325 kPa pressure [13,24]. The exchange current density for hydrogen electrodes
has enjoyed a great research interest (see, for example, Reference [25] and the references therein),
possibly because of the importance of the hydrogen electrode as a universal reference, the simplicity of
characterization of these electrodes, and the significance of the hydrogen evolution reaction in the
study of acids, bases, buffer solutions, and many biochemical processes. Several values of the
exchange current density have been measured for the hydrogen evolution reaction in the literature, and
many comprehensive tables are documented for the exchange current density with different
electrolytes, activities, and different electrode materials. The interested reader is referred to [26,27] for
very good studies of the different values of the exchange current density.
Although deposition of platinum electrodes is readily available in microfabrication, designing a
completely microfabricated SHE can prove to be a hard task. Aside from needing proper gas chambers
for the hydrogen gas (which might not be semiconductor-friendly), there is a need for microfabricated
pressure regulators that would keep the hydrogen pressure constant, since the gas pressure affects the
electrode’s potential.
3.4. Other Pseudo-Reference Electrodes
There are several electrochemical systems that are used as pseudo reference electrodes. For
example, using Ag/AgCl without the inner filling solution would serve as a pseudo reference electrode
where the potential of the electrode is constant in a defined analyte that does not vary with time. An
important pseudo reference electrode system is one that uses iridium/iridium oxide. Typically, the setup consists of an iridium metal which is then modified with an oxidizing agent to form an oxide
coating. The major problem associated with this electrode is its sensitivity to hydrogen ions. In other
words, the test solution pH determines the operating potential of this reference electrode, and hence its
predominant use has been in pH sensors. The associated equations for this electrode are dependent on
its application. For example, in iridium oxide deposition processes [28], the two following equations
describe the electrode reaction:
IrO2  H   e   IrOOH
(11)
IrO (OH ) 2  H   e   Ir (OH )3
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It can be seen that these reactions are expected to be pH sensitive. Other electrode reaction
equations are possible in which the anions of acids (X- in HX acid) and cations of bases (M+ in MOH)
play a significant role [18]. The uncertainty of the exact electrode reaction and the strong pH
dependence result in an uncertainty in the electrode potential, and this renders the iridium oxide
electrode unsuitable as a reference electrode in situations where the pH value is varying and it is
seldom used as a true reference electrode. However, when used as a quasi-reference electrode with a
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution at pH 7, the standard electrode potential is around 0.52 volts
[3031]. Therefore, in medical and implantable applications where the pH is regulated, its biocompatible properties, mechanical stability, and high exchange current density, sometimes allows it to
function as a suitable reference electrode [29]. The exchange current density for IrOx electrode in 1M
perchloric acid is generally in the range of 0.1–1 mA/cm2, although there is reported deviation of these
values and a strong dependence on the surface geometry and charge on the electrode [37].
In addition to the aforementioned reference electrodes, many other reference electrodes are less
frequently used. The mercury-mercury oxide and mercury-mercurous sulfate electrodes are used when
it is not desirable to have chloride ions. The standard potentials of these electrodes versus SHE in 1 M
of NaOH and 0.5 M of H2SO4, are 0.14 V and 0.68 V, respectively. The copper-copper sulfate
electrode, with an electrode potential of 0.316 V in saturated CuSO4, is the reference electrode most
commonly used for characterizing other electrodes for industrial cathodic protection. Similarly,
hydrogen reduction on noble metal such as palladium has also been used as a quasi reference electrode
[32]. The palladium hydride electrode takes advantage of the fact that palladium metal is capable of
storing 900 times its volume of hydrogen in its lattice due to the formation of α + β Pd hydride phase.
This phase is known to behave as a hydrogen electrode and therefore yield a Nernstian dependence of
potential on pH. The potential of this phase is independent of the hydride composition (its hydrogen
loading) and holds a steady value of +0.050 V versus RHE. Thus, electrolytically generated hydrogen
can be stored in the metal, thereby maintaining its potential till the time that there has been a
significant efflux of hydrogen from the lattice into the environment. This provides a stable potential at
the electrode when the pH of the solution is stable. Exchange current densities of 133 A/m2 have been
reported for this electrode [33].
4. Miniaturization and Fabrication Techniques

Miniaturization and microfabrication of reference electrodes is an important prerequisite to
realizing integrated microsensors and lab-on-chip devices. Many problems are faced during
miniaturization, most notably the rapid dissolution of small electrode volumes such as Ag/AgCl and
correspondingly short lifetime of the electrodes. Thinner electrode layers get depleted faster and the
underlying support lead gets exposed to the solution, creating mixed potentials. Therefore, most
attempts at microfabrication use some form of diffusion barriers to limit the dissolution of the
electrode. The main areas of improving microfabricated reference electrodes are in the areas of
electrode deposition and exposure to the solution, electrode activation, or the design and control of the
diffusion barrier.
Fabricating the reference electrode is generally done in one of the following ways (Figure 4):
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1. This film deposition: Evaporation, sputter deposition or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of
the electrode material (e.g., Ag) onto a lithographically patterned metallic lead.
2. Electroplating: The substrate is electrochemically treated in a bath containing cations of the
required metal. Electroplating allows for higher thicknesses of the electrode material [34].
3. Screen printing: This involves pressing the electrode metal “ink” onto a surface using a
blocking meshed stencil. This technique can produce the highest thickness of electrode material
[35], but is normally done as a manual step and not integrated with automated
processing techniques.
After the base metal is deposited, an activation step is generally needed to create the reference
material. In the case of Ag/AgCl, the silver layer must be chlorinated to produce the coating AgCl. For
calomel electrodes, a calomel layer Hg2Cl2 must be introduced. Standard hydrogen platinum electrodes
are generally coated with platinum black to enhance charge transfer dynamics. The modification
technique used depends on the type of chemistry needed and on the resulting surface geometry.
Activation is usually done by one of the following techniques:
1. Direct mixture deposition: As in the case of screen printing Ag/AgCl, a compound paste is
deposited directly onto the metallic surface. However, the adhesive properties of this layer to
the supporting electrode might not be very good, and reliability of the electrode will depend on
the homogeneity of the paste used.
2. Ion exchange reaction: A spontaneous chemical reaction can form the needed film. In the case
of Ag/AgCl, bathing the electrode in a solution of FeCl3 is a known method to form the silver
chloride layer.
3. Electrochemical coating: An electrochemically induced reaction allows controlled surface
chemistry and a reportedly more Nernstian behavior [34], albeit slower than ion-exchange
reactions. The AgCl coatings can be electrochemically made by anodization of silver in a HCl
bath. Platinization of platinum electrodes is also done using an electrochemical coating
reaction.
Figure 4. Different methods of micro-deposition of electrode’s material.
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The final stage in designing true reference electrodes (containing liquid reference solution) is the
design of the reference solution chamber and the interface to the test solution. The reservoir is
generally designed as a flow-through microfluidic channel (Figure 5), allowing replenishment of the
reference solution. The diffusion barrier can be constructed in many different ways, some of which are
listed below.
1. Porous materials: Introduction of naturally porous materials, such as agarose gel, between the
reference and test solutions.
2. Gels: Use of synthetic gels, such as polyacrylamide gel.
3. Porous glass: This is most used in conventional reference electrodes.
4. Heterogeneous designs: Specially engineered multilayer structures can provide different
reaction chemistries at the two different solution interfaces, providing selective passage of
potential-determining ions.
5. Nano-porous membranes: Nano-channels are made on polymer membranes using excimer
laser ablation. The size of the nanopores can be adjusted to achieve the required junction
resistance. Such membranes were used for conventional reference electrodes [36] and are seen
as good candidates for the microfabrication of true reference electrodes.
Figure 5. Illustration of a flow-through channel.

Much of the work in previous years has attempted to synthesize miniaturized (or microfabricated)
reference electrodes in one form or another. The following sections review some of the major
accomplishments in different reference electrode designs.
4.1. Micro Ag/AgCl Electrodes in Capillaries
Initial attempts at miniaturization were to use a fine capillary tip in which the Ag/AgCl wire was
submerged in an electrolyte solution. This derives from the Haber-Luggin capillary (as depicted in
Figure 4) that has been used since the 1950’s to measure the potential of the solution very close to the
working electrode. For example, the tip of the capillary has been coated with polyacrylamide gel that
is used as a salt bridge with low electrolyte flow rate [38]. The gel is made conductive by
incorporating 3M KCl during polymerization, which also ensures that the junction potential is low. In
another work [39], a 2 ml glass syringe was used as the reservoir for a thin Ag/AgCl reference
element. The thin capillary tip was filled with a salt bridge and was able to access small volumes of
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fluid in a restricted area. The stability and short term reproducibility of this electrode was found to be
comparable with laboratory-based macro-scale reference electrodes. In another innovation, a
micropipette puller was used to pull a 1 mm internal diameter, pH sensitive glass capillary, and to
produce a capillary tip as small as 1–2 m [40]. The tip was capped using an agar gel saturated with
KCl. An Ag/AgCl wire of 0.13 mm was placed inside the capillary which was filled with a variety of
reference solutions. This configuration, combined with non-aqueous inner filling solution, was
suggested as a stable pH sensor for biological studies such as measurements of pH values in the
proximal and distal tubules of the kidneys of rats and dogs. A similar configuration has been used for
measurement of potential in confined spaces such as living cells [41]. In another variation, silver was
vapor deposited on the outside of a pulled glass capillary with 10 m outer diameter, part of it was
converted to AgCl electrochemically and used as a reference electrode for neurotransmitter
measurements in extremely small volumes [42]. Similarly, disposable polypropylene pipette tips
stuffed with high density polyethylene microporous membrane at the tip, filled with saturated KCl
with Ag/AgCl wire inserted have also been demonstrated [43]. These kinds of miniaturized electrodes
have also been assembled inside 23–26 gauge hypodermic needles as dip and spear type probes for
routine pH measurements in microdialysis and clinical pH monitoring [44].
4.2. Microfabricated Solid-State Ag/AgCl
As previously discussed, the Ag/AgCl is notably the most practical and effective electrode to use in
research as its macroscopic version is simplest and safest to manufacture. Also, the kinetics of cholride
ion adsorption and the mechanism of silver chloride layer formation have been studied and
electrochemically optimized in great detail [45,46]. Due to its popularity in the macroscale, Ag/AgCl
reference electrode is most often targeted for miniaturization and implementation in various biosensors. Particular attention has been given to solid-state reference electrodes in favour of eliminating
the liquid junction and associated potential present in reference electrodes employing the filling
solution. Details of such electrode operation and associated chemistry have been documented [47].
Typically, the filling solution is replaced with a solid-state exchange membrane doped with the ions
required for the electrode equilibirium. Having solid-state support limits or eliminates convective
mixing-induced drifts. One way to accomplish a solid-state support is using electrolyte-infused gels.
For example, agar gel saturated with KCl has been spin coated [48] and screen printed [49] on
microfabricated Ag/AgCl thin films (Figure 6). This modification has a significant effect in making the
solid state reference electrode insensitive to pH in the range of 4–10 [44] and Cl- ion concentration in
the range of 10-6 M to 0.3 M [45].
In another study, 1-dodecyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride, an ionic liquid, was incorporated into a
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) matrix which was coated over the silver/silver chloride electrode [50]. The
ionic liquid replaced KCl in the solid matrix and maintained constant concentration of chloride ions in
the internal solid electrolyte, providing a constant potential of reference microelectrodes in solutions of
varying concentration of Cl−, NO3− and Br− anions. Ionic liquids have low vapor pressure and
volatility, and hence do not have drying problems associated with KCl saturated gel electrodes when
stored for long durations after manufacture [50].
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In other studies polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [51-53] and epoxy coatings [54] have been used to
protect bare Ag/AgCl electrodes from dissolution in the analyte solution while polyurethane,
nafion [5556], and silicone rubber coatings [57], have been used as membrane material in order to
prevent the dilution of KCl in the agar gel layer and enhance the electrode’s stability. The polymer
used depends on the application and susceptibility to degradation, and the most commonly used ones,
polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane, or nafion, were shown to have poor reproducibility when integrated
in solid-state reference electrodes. In another solid state construction, KCl powder was added to a UV
curable hydrophobic dielectric polymer (Dupont 5018) and screen printed on top of Ag/AgCl
layer [58]. The KCl powder was able to dissolve in water forming KCl saturated microchannels when
dipped in the analyte solution. Since the KCl was in the powder form, this type was preparation was
sutiable for long term storage of the electrode. Figure 7 illustrates some of the techniques used for
solid-state electrode fabrication.
Figure 6. Steps in microfabricating a fully solid-state reference electrode [48].

Figure 7. Different methods for synthesis of a solid-state membrane [48-58].
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4.3. Microfabricated Ag/AgCl with Filling Solution
Although the solid state reference electrodes are more suitable for construction and integration, they
do have problems associated with stability due to the finite amount of the KCl present and in the
variation of Cl- concentration due to efflux or influx from the electrode matrix. The reduced mobility
of Cl- through the membrane can also limit the exchange current density and introduce capacitive
effects within the membrane. For these reasons, designing old-fashioned reference electrodes at the
microscale is still very attractive. Several implementations of reference electrodes with special
microfabricated reservoirs and separation membranes have been investigated to achieve true Ag/AgCl
micro reference electrodes. For example, a miniature liquid junction microfabricated reference
electrode has been incorporated into an ion sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET) based chemical
sensing system [59,60]. The reference electrode was integrated with the ISFET by etching a cavity
from the back side of the silicon substrate on which the ISFET has been previously fabricated such that
a thin porous silicon membrane remains on the surface (Figure 8). This serves as the membrane
separating the inner and the outer solutions. The cavity was filled with the reference solution and a
Ag/AgCl wire was inserted into it. Other researchers have used thin planar porous glass [61], a
hydrogel layer [62] or a membrane with a pinhole junction [63] to separate the inner and the
outer solutions.
Figure 8. Bulk micromachined reference electrode channel and membrane [59,60].

One of the key problems with microfabricated Ag/AgCl reference electrodes is the depletion of Ag
or AgCl and the resultant degradation in performance. As thin-film technologies are used to deposit Ag
and then convert some of it to AgCl, the lifetime of microfabricated reference electrodes is low. An
interesting modification has been employed by confining the thin film Ag between two insulating
layers to expose minimal surface area to be in contact with the reference solution [64]. In this process,
depicted in Figure 9, silver was deposited by evaporation, patterned lithographically and chemically
etched to define the shape of the reference electrode. Subsequently, an insulating thin film (polyimide)
was deposited and patterned in such a way that the edges of the silver layer are exposed. The AgCl
layer was then electrochemically grown from the periphery of the silver pattern and exposed to the
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filling solution. Experimental results demonstrate higher stability with open circuit potential drift of
<1mV over 24 hrs. Also, several modifications were later introduced to this design. The technique for
growing the silver chloride layer was changed in favor of oxidizing the metal with FeCl3; an ion
exchange membrane made of cellulose acetate was integrated, as well as the addition of a concentrated
KCl filling solution [65]. Finally, in more recent studies [66], the electrolyte layer was made from KCl
powder paste, a photo-curable polymer was used as an exchange membrane, and the AgCl layer was
grown over the silver layer from a thin slit in the polyamide layer. Also, FeCl3 has been repeatedly
cited as an effective oxidizer capable of producing uniformly thin and robust coatings suitable for
reference electrode applications [34,67,68].
In another study [69], a planar microfluidic configuration has been adopted for miniaturization and
integration of the conventional Ag/AgCl reference electrode design with a microsensor. In this work,
microchannels were fabricated out of poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS), a commonly used material in
microfluidics. The main microchannel consisted of the working (sensor) and counter electrodes. A side
channel consisting of an Ag/AgCl wire inserted into its reservoir, interfaces with the main channel
close to the electrodes through a salt bridge. A salt bridge is formed at the T-junction separating the
main channel from the side reference channel by UV polymerization of diallyldimethylammonium
chloride (pDADMAC) which functions as an ion exchange membrane (Figure 10). The electrode
maintained a potential range of 15-18mV with respect to a commercial Ag/AgCl for around 30 hrs.
Figure 9. Bulk micromachined reference electrode channel and membrane [64].

Figure 10. UV polymerization and chloride trapping in a salt bridge [69].
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In other instances, screen printing techniques have been used to create the reference
electrode [7071]. Silicon was used as the substrate, and it was patterned with Ti and later with Pt for
adhesion between the layers. Following this, Ag/AgCl was screen printed on the platinum and
appropriate post process curing and baking procedures were carried out. Techniques such as pulse
layer deposition may be used to deposit various layers, and different deposition techniques lead to
different grain sizes. It was found [71] that thicker grain size is optimal for the operation of
Ag/AgCl electrodes.
Other, more irregular membrane materials such as polytetrafluoroethylene have been suggested in
light of their easy integration and pore size control [72]. In many studies, much attention is given to
the behaviour of the filling solution within the electrode. It has been noted that higher concentrations
of filling solution ions result in a more rapid dissolution of the AgCl layer [68]. As well, forcing
hydrophobic and hydrophilic characteristics onto various surfaces of the glass capillary may allow for
tight control over filling solution effusion [73]. The possibility of using miniaturized quasi-reference
electrodes also arises; however this will cause dissolution of the AgCl layer. Attempts have been made
to use Ag/AgI [74] and Ag/Ag2S [75] interfaces, due to a lower solubility constant.
In all cases of miniaturization of reference electrodes dealing with a filling solution, an issue arises
related to its evaporation over time, leading to loss of accuracy in the potential. To circumvent this
problem, it is possible to use a liquid ion-exchanger alternative to KCl [50,76,77]. The ions present in
the liquid will maintain their concentration due to the constant volume contraint as evaporation of
water is not possible. Coupled with an ion exchange membrane, this scheme may be vey effective at
maintaining constant potential.
4.4. Microfabricated Ag/AgCl without Filling Solution
As in the case of solid-state reference electrodes, quasi-reference electrodes are becoming very
popular in microsystems due to their simplicity of manufacture and relatively good performance
during their intended lifetime. Quasi-reference electrodes do not have an internal electrolyte, and their
potential can therefore be severely affected with variations in the test solution. However, the absence
of a separating membrane makes the design much simpler, and allows lower drifts due to convective
mixing. Furthermore, for many applications, especially biosensors, integrated electronic circuits can be
built to compensate or cancel the effects of reference electrode drift.
Quasi-reference electrodes suffer from the rapid change in potential with contaminating species, an
effect that is avoided in regular reference electrodes by employing highly concentrated filling
solutions. To minimize the effects of cross-contamination, a microfabricated Ag/AgCl electrode was
coated with an adhesive aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) layer, followed by a layer of
perfluorocarbon polymer (PFCP) to block contaminating ions (Figure 11) [78]. Although the electrode
showed severe shifts (expected) with Cl- ion concentration change, it seemed to be immune to other
halide contaminants and pH of the solution. It also showed excellent long-term stability with less than
10mV of drift in over 80 days.
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Figure 11. Blocking cross-contamination with self-assembled molecules [78].

Another example of a quasi-reference Ag/AgCl electrode is given in [34], where the silver layer
was deposited by electroplating it on thin film microelectrodes patterned by conventional lithographic
techniques. A 5 µm thick silver layer was deposited and the silver chloride layer was subsequently
grown on it by chemical treating the electrode in FeCl3 solution for 50 s. It was found that the
electroplated electrodes showed a drift of less than 2mV for at least 1000 min before failure, while the
electrodes without electroplated silver showed large potential variations within a few minutes
of measurement.
An attempt at cost-effective production of three-electrode microstructures, including a quasireference electrode, was recently presented in [79], and subsequently in [80]. The design is illustrated
in Figure 12. A microchannel was created using a laserjet-printed cavity sandwiched between two
polycarbonate films, so that the thickness of the toner determined the thickness of the microchannel.
The top film was drilled to introduce applicator holes such that a through-cell design was achieved.
Two drilled holes were filled with graphite and silver composites and contacted with metallic leads
from the outside, forming the counter and reference electrodes, respectively. Although this and similar
quasi-reference electrodes will not have high stability, they are especially useful for disposable sensor
applications and for rapid analysis systems where the experiment’s lifetime is shorter than the
reference electrode’s drift characteristic times.
Figure 12. A microchannel made using toner mask, with the reference Ag/AgCl
introduced as a paste blocking drilled holes [79,80].
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4.5. Miniaturized Mercury and Calomel Electrodes
Miniaturized mercury electrodes have been made inside glass capillaries [22]. These mercurous
electrodes are similar to the calomel reference in that they employ mercury-based salts at the mercury
interface. Mercury is electroplated onto a gold wire to form an amalgam and serve as a solid state
mercury reservoir. Mercurous salt is formed on its surface by electrodeposition. The wire electrode is
then immersed into an agar gel matrix, saturated with a common ion to that of the salt. The entire
content is contained in a glass capillary that provides structural support for the electrode, and prevents
diffusion of the inner electrolyte to the test solution. This is critical when conducting measurements invivo, as the inner electrolyte is hypertonic and can damage tissues [20]. The conventional calomel
scheme has also been miniaturized [20], employing mercury on top of a calomel/cotton mix, all
encapsulated in a glass capillary. A conventional glass capillary (3 mm i.d. and 4 mm o.d.) was pulled
using a pipette puller to obtain a tip of 300–400 m. The tip was filled with 10% NaCl solution in 2%
agar and allowed to solidify. Next, a cotton or paper matrix saturated with calomel was dipped in NaCl
and inserted on top of the agar layer. This is topped off with liquid mercury to form the reference
electrode [20]. Similar configurations but using solid silver amalgams interfaced with mercury
chloride paste has also been reported [81]. Finally, augmentation to a capillary based miniaturized
design has been made in calomel electrodes by flowing the inner saturated KCl solution at a rate of
1–2 L/hr through the capillary into the sample fluid to replenish liquids at the liquid junction. This
method provided a much more stable liquid junction potential [23] and hence increased the
reproducibility of measurements to less than 1mV. Furthermore, the stabilization of the resting
potential (to within 10.1 mV) was achieved at 1-3 minutes, as opposed to 3-15 minutes for standard
reference electrodes.
4.6. Miniaturized Hydrogen Electrodes
Miniaturization of the hydrogen-platinum reference electrode has been by far the most
complicated. This is because a miniature hydrogen gas source is required to provide saturation
hydrogen concentration over the platinum electrode surface in order to maintain its potential. As such,
numerous methods have been devised to eliminate the hydrogen source and use ion doped membranes
to eliminate the need for an acidic solution. A particularly pertinent effort to fabricate a miniature
hydrogen electrode is presented in [82]. This involves a very effective design which entails using
perfluorosulfonic acid polymer tubing (0.3 mm inner diameter and 0.6 mm outer diameter), which is
injected with a platinum black powder and 5% Nafion paste mix, and contacts a Pt wire for external
contact. Pure hydrogen gas is bubbled through this tubing at 1 atm pressure from an external source.
The design is attractive from a practical standpoint as it eliminates liquids and associated junction
potentials. The potential of this electrode configuration is stable for acidic and neutral test solutions,
but varies significantly in alkaline solutions. The electrode has high stability (<0.2 mV variation over 1
hr) against the SHE in H2SO4 solution.
In another interesting study [83], that is more suited to miniaturization, a Pt wire was inserted into
a sealed glass capillary that was filled with an acidic electrolyte under vaccum. H2 gas was
electrolytically generated and forms a bubble at the top of the sealed capillary. Due to capillary action,
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there is a thin film of electrolyte on the Pt wire that is thin enough to allow rapid diffusion of H2 gas
from the bubble to the electrolyte to maintain its concentration. Stable potentials with less than 0.5 mV
deviation from SHE have been obtained over a period of several days [83]. The lifetime of this
electrode depends on the permeation of the H2 gas from the bubble to the outside environment, and this
was calculated to be 5 years in this configuration. A variation of this method by filling a tube with
hydrogen and sealing it has also been demostrated [84]. Another approach to miniaturization used a
dynamic reference hydrogen electrode [8586]. In this configuration [86], a constant current of
1 mA/cm2 is passed between two pieces of platinized platinum electrode placed close to each other in a
acid or alkaline medium, leading to generation of H2 gas at the cathode and O2 at the anode. The
electrodes are arranged in such a way that the cathode, which now has the configurations of a
hydrogen reference electrode, is below the anode and the evolution of O2 gas at the anode does not
affect the gaseous composition near the cathode. A stable potential with variation of less than 5 mV
over 5 days was obtained using this configuration [86]. The same configuration has been
microfabricated and a protective polymeric membrane of poly hydroxyethylmethacrylate, a hydrogel,
has been added to provide potential stability to varying flows [85].
Palladium hydride electrodes [32] that operate on the same electrochemical reaction have also been
miniaturized [33]. Here platinum microwires were sealed in glass pippetes to form microelectrodes on
which 25 m Pd was electrodeposited from a 40 mM (NH4)2PdCl4 plating bath. Surfactants were used
to create a nanoporous deposit that increases the surface area and provides more stability. The
nanostructured electrode was biased at -0.2V to generate hydrogen that gets absorbed by the Pd . The
completion of hydrogen loading is indicated by a plateau of the current at the applied potential. The
stability of these loaded films depends on the phase present. For example, β films with H/Pd of 0.59
and 0.51, respectively, took 15 and 10 min to stabilize. However, α+β films with H/Pd between 0.42
and 0.28 reached a stable potential almost instantaneously, while the potential of an α film with a H/Pd
of 0.1 rose continuously [33]. The phase composition can be deduced by measuring the resistance of
the material, as has been shown in [32]. Stable potential of -0.71V could be maintained for 1-3 hrs in
deaerated solutions, and the potential varies linearly over pH range from 2-12.
4.7. IrOx
Due to its high integrity (insoluble in aqueous media), low impedance, lower toxicity than AgCl,
and low reactivity which make it easier to handle, iridium oxide is a promising electrode for
miniaturization. Typically, fabrication methods are similar those employed in Ag/AgCl electrode
fabrication. The most common method for microfabrication is sputter deposition of Ir thin film and
electrochemical oxidation of a portion of it to oxide in an oxidising solution such as 0.1 M
Na2HPO4 [29]. Other methods include exposure of the deposited Ir surface to a strong oxidisng melt
bath such as Li2CO3 31 and direct electrodeposition of IrOx onto a substrate using a highly basic
solution of salts such as Na3IrCl6 [88], IrCl3 [87] or IrCl4 [89]. These electrode show highly linear pH
response where their potential decreases with the solution pH [29,31]. Potential uncertainty of less that
20 mV for 9 days has been reported for electrodeposited IrOx electrodes. Reproducibility in the
deposition process was also good with 4 mV standard deviation between several electrodes fabricated
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in a similar fashion 89. Certain fabrication methods may eliminate the use of an expensive iridium
microwire; however, this may compromise the stability of the potential.
Table 1 provides a summary of many different microfabricated reference electrodes found in the
literature. As shown, most attention is paid to Ag/AgCl electrodes. It is also noted that the most
studied criterion of operation is the stability of the reference electrode potential with time. While this is
indeed the most critical design parameter, there are many more factors that are seldom reported.


First, current-voltage relationships (Tafel plots) of the electrodes are required to deduce the
exchange current densiy, as its value differs with device parameters. A poorly designed Ag/AgCl
reference electrode might not have its nominal exchange current density, and this is critical when
discussing the dynamics of the electrode.



Second, the internal filling solution is very often disregarded and the fabricated electrode is used as
a quasi-electrode. This makes the reference potential very sensitive to the conducting ion activity,
which can vary in the test solution. Unless the test conditions are extremely well controlled, the
reference electrode’s potential will vary.



Third, only a few publications document the effect of adding different species on the electrode’s
potential. Most of the literature focus primarily on pH dependence. Potential contaminant species
for the sensor in question must be identified and their effects on the reference electrode potential
studied.



Fourth, the choices for the test solutions and filling solutions vary, making the comparison of the
reference electrodes’ performances complicated. A standard reference solution should be
incorporated for each electrode type. This solution might be chosen to be that of highest relevance
to the application using the electrode of interest.
Table 1. Summary of the performance of microfabricated reference electrodes in the literature.

Electrode
type

Dimensions

Fabrication

Ag/AgCl

13mm ×
1.5mm ×
0.4mm

Photolithography,
Sputtering,
Electrochemical
oxidation

None (quasiRE)

0.1 M KCl in
20mM
NaOH/KH2PO4
buffer, pH 7

Ag/AgCl

13mm ×
1.5mm ×
0.9mm

Photolithography,
Electrochemical
oxidation, Bulk
micromachining

Saturated KCl,
AgCl. Pin hole
liquid junction

Ag/AgCl

13mm ×
1.5mm ×
0.9mm

Photolithography,
Electrochemical
oxidation, Screen
printing

Ag/AgCl

N/A
(macrosc
opic Ag
wire
used)

Ag/AgCl

Ag/AgCl

Filling solution

Test solution

Electrode
potential (V)

Stability

Year

[Ref.]

90mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

< 1mV in 24h,
1mV in 8h with
saturated AgCl
and KCl in
solution

1998

[64]

0.1 M KCl in
20mM
NaOH/KH2PO4
buffer, pH 7

7mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

<1mV in 3h.

1998

[65]

Saturated KCl,
AgCl.
Hydrophillic
Polymer liquid
junction

0.1 M KCl in
50mM
NaOH/KH2PO4
buffer, pH 7

8mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

<2mV in 100h.

1999

[66]

Photo-polymerization
for junction polymer

1M KCl.
pDADMAC
plug junction

PBS at pH 7.4
with 0.15M NaCl

19.3mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl in 3M
KCl

<12mV in 30h.

2006

[69]

N/A

Photolithography,
Lift-off, Sputtering,
Electrochemical
oxidation

Saturated KCl
in Agarose
supporting gel.

10mM KCl, pH
range 4-10

0.45mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

<1.5mV in 42h.

2002

[34]

2cm×0.1
mm

Electroless plating on
glass, Electroplating

None (quasiRE)

3M KCl

13.5mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

<30mV in 14
days

2006

[67]
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Table 1. Cont.

Ag/AgCl

106m2

Photolithography,
Chemical oxidation

None (quasiRE)

1mM KCl

32mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl at 1mM
KCl, with
identical electrode
variation of 10mV

Ag/AgCl

1m
diameter
capillary

Pre-made capillary and
silver wire. Capillary
action for salt bridge
and filling solution

3.3M KCl +
AgCl

Distilled water

(-4–0) mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

None (quasiRE)

PBS (0.1M
Na2HPO4, 0.15M
NaCl, 0.1 g/l
NaN3 at pH 7.4)

<2mV in 5000s

2006

[48]

<2 mV in
2400s

2005

[1]

<13mV in 5h

2003

[90]

<70mV in 12h

2001

[91]

<1mV in 2h

2004

[92]

<0.2mV in 1h

2005

[53]

<1.5mV/h

2000

[85]

-94mV vs. SCE

<1mV in 20h

2005

[73]

2003

[30]

2005

[29]

70mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl electrode
in 3M KCl
≈230mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl

Ag/AgCl

1.2mm

Photolithography,
Lift-off, Plasma
chlorination

Ag/AgCl

10mm×2
0mm

Screen-printing thick
film

None (quasiRE)

Technical buffer
with 0.05mM Cl-

Sputtering, Ni layer
added,
Photolithography,
Chemical chloridizing

None (quasiRE)

50mM Tris buffer
(pH 7.4) with
3.5M KCl

None (macroscopic
PVC encasing used)

None (quasiRE)

KCl 0.1M

Hydrogen

4mm×7
mm

Evaporation, Lift-off,
Galvanic platenization
of Pt

None. One
variant uses
pHEMA
membrane

KCl 1M

Ag/AgI

1mm
diameter

Sputtering, Lift-off,
PECVD, RIE,
Electrodeposition

None (quasiRE)

PBS, pH 7.0

0.1mm×
1mm

Photolithography,
Sputtering, CVD,
Electrodeposition

None (quasiRE)

PBS

195mV vs.
Ag/AgCl

<20mV in 9
days, after
initial 120
mV/day drift.
4mV std. dev.

Sputtering, Anodic
growth
(Electrochemical
deposition)

None (quasiRE)

0.1M PBS

40mV vs.
Ag/AgCl

<100mV in 15
days

Ag/AgCl

Graphite/
AgCl

IrOx

IrOx

2

2mm×1.
8mm
(exposed
area
only)
N/A
(macrosc
opic)

2

1500m

0mV vs.
commercial
Ag/AgCl
40.8mV vs.
commercial AgCl
in saturated KCl
-850mV vs. fabricated pseudoAg/AgCl (after
120-1100 s of
initialization
drifts)

5. Applications of Reference Electrodes in Chemical and Biomedical Sensing

Although some chemical sensors, such as gas sensors, could be designed using solid-state devices
and utilizing work function differences [93] or capacitive sensing [94] due to gas adsorption, most
chemical sensors test for chemicals in aqueous solutions. These involve pH sensors, blood glucose and
oxygen sensors, ion sensors and many others. Bio-electrochemical sensors are typically used in
aqueous bio-compatible media. For these sensors, the reference electrode is indispensible. There are
many different sensor implementations, but they use one common principle - the potential of a
sensitive electrode is changed by interaction with the species of interest. This change in the potential
can be sensed in many different ways. Static methods involve applying a constant current and
monitoring the voltage change of the electrode, or applying a constant voltage and monitoring the
current change. On the other hand, dynamic methods of sensing are also quite common and can
potentially allow a higher sensitivity to be obtained. Dynamic methods include impedance
measurement, capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements, cyclic voltammetry, and noise analysis.
Currently, both macro- and micro-scale electrodes are used for biosensing applications. The
advantage of macro-scale electrodes is that the problems associated with concentration differences,
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filling solution evaporation, thin film dissolution and liquid junction potentials, do not have a
pronounced effect on the electrode potential. However, due to their bulky nature, they are harder to
integrate into miniature biosensors. Miniaturized reference electrodes are more easily integrated, but
they suffer from potential drift due to the aforementioned problems.
In biosensors, reference electrodes are either the dominant sensing device, or are integrated
alongside semiconductor devices such as field-effect transistors (FETs). In FET systems, reference
electrodes serve to fix a potential at a certain level to provide a bias for the gate of the transistor-based
sensor, which is often exposed to an electrolyte solution. Such a device, named the ion-sensitive FET
(ISFET), was initially used in pH sensing due to the activity of silicon dioxide layers. In systems
where electrodes intrinsically comprise the sensing device, they are used to observe a change in
potential or current through an electrochemical system. Also, in some instances, electrodes are used to
carry out impedance measurements. In a particular study [9], micro-electrode systems were used to
characterize the surface of the outermost layer of the skin. The response of actuating and recording
electrodes is very sensitive to the abundance of ions in the sensing medium. Thus, their electrical
performance is characterized before actual usage. Sensor electrodes, on the other hand, are selectively
sensitive to one particular ion. Examples of such devices are given in [95-98] and reviewed in [99].
5.1. pH Sensing
Reference electrodes are also typically integrated into pH sensors. pH is the measurement of H3O+
ion activity in solution, and a more precise definition is given in [100]. The activity of such ions is a
function of the ion concentration. The value of pH is given by: pH   log[aH O ] , and the pH scale is
3

derived based on the potential difference between the platinum and reference electrode of the
following cell [6]:
(12)
Pt ( H 2 ) | Test solution | Saturated KCl | Reference electrode
An apparatus constructed to measure pH is the glass electrode shown in Figure 13. Glass pH
electrodes are combination electrodes, having both a reference electrode and an internal electrode. The
internal electrode here is not a working electrode since it is not sensitive to H+ ions by itself. Both
electrodes are immersed in reference solutions connected to the external solution. The junction from
the reference solution to the external solution must have a very stable and predictable potential. The
other junction (between the internal electrode and the external solution) is the pH sensitive glass
membrane. This junction is made from a thin bulb of glass that maintains a diffusion potential
difference that is proportional to the pH difference between the inner solution and the tested solution.
This potential difference is a component of the total potential difference between the two electrodes
and is therefore sensed when the combination is used as a galvanic cell. Since the resistance of this cell
is quite high, specialized high-resistance pH meters should be used.
The operation and characterization of glass electrodes have been studied in early works [101-102].
The potential difference between the reference and internal electrode is dependent on the pH, through
the glass membrane [103]. It is possible to calculate the hydronium concentration and thus pH from the
measured potential using the Nernst equation:
E  E' 

RT 
ln aH O  
 3 
F

(13)
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where E is the measured potential, and E’ is the standard electrode potential.
Figure 13. pH glass electrode in a test solution.

Miniaturization of pH electrodes for on-chip systems has been given considerable attention [31,88]. In
most such pH sensors, a reference electrode is used alongside another sensitive pH electrode.
Typically, iridium oxide electrodes are used due to their hydrogen sensitivity [31,88]. A stable
reference electrode is needed to observe this potential change. Carbon fiber pH electrodes are
manufactured by iridium oxide deposition, and the pH is tested using several distinct methods. One is
the use of cyclic voltammetry in hydrogen peroxide solution, which causes oxidation and reduction
reactions that influence the pH value near the substrate electrode. Another possibility is to perform a
titration of a buffered solution and observe potential changes of the pH electrode.
Alternatively, pH sensors can be used to measure the chemical activities of other reactions that
involve the consumption or production of hydrogen ions. An example is glucose enzyme processing
using glucose oxidase, as this reaction produces hydronium species and changes the interface pH [88].
Typically, other tests such as long term pH stability are also performed [31]. There are several other
pH-sensitive electrodes such as aluminum oxide, which operates on principles similar to those of
iridium oxide [91]. Finally, the ISFET has been initially introduced as a pH sensor [104], utilizing the
sensitivity of the exposed insulator to protons.
5.2. Glucose Sensors
Depending on the type of membrane used between the two electrodes in a galvanic cell, different
types of monovalent cationic sensors can be constructed [105]. These are known as ion-sensitive
electrodes (ISEs). Additionally, different types of electrodes can be used to directly detect different
chemical and biological substances by monitoring the effects of the chemical or biological activity on
the electrode’s potential. In this case, this electrode is the working electrode. For example, modified
carbon paste electrodes have been used as glucose sensors [106], and as highly selective dopamine
sensors [107]. Although the sensing principle can vary amongst these working electrode sensors (e.g.,
electrode acting as a catalyst for a reaction, electrode reacting with sensed species, or species affecting
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the activity of the potential-determining ion), all such sensors consist of a sensitive working electrode
and a reference electrode, with the measurement method being amperometric, potentiometric, or
impedimetric.
Ion-sensitive electrodes can be used to monitor several different chemical reactions due to their
specific ionic products. Different organic compounds can be sensed this way, an example of which is
glucose. In [108], a glucose biosensor was made by employing a three-electrode system, with an
Ag/AgCl electrode as reference and two other carbon paste electrodes modified with multi-walled
carbon nanotubes. It relied on glucose modification with enzymes, and observing the impact on the
electrode current. One study used Prussian Blue and Glucose Oxidase immobilized on carbon fiber
nano-cones to form a glucose sensor [109] with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Several other glucose
sensors that use the Ag/AgCl reference electrode are described in [90,110]. An alternative reference
electrode which may possibly be integrated with less difficulty in a glucose sensor is IrOx [1];
however, the need for a constant pH via a buffer solution such as PBS may be an inconvenience.
Extensive testing analysis available for use on glucose sensors is given in [111]. One such reference
electrode was implemented in a glucose sensor with a three electrode system [30]. The glucose sensing
matrix consisting of electropolymerized glucose oxidase was deposited on the working electrode.
5.3. Gas Sensors
Another prominent application of miniaturized reference electrodes is in gas sensors such as oxygen
and carbon dioxide. These systems are particularly important in biosensors which can measure
physiological gas concentration, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in blood. Typically, these
sensors operate by sensing pH changes. Such sensors employ a reference electrode, a pH sensitive
electrode, electrolyte solution and a hydrophobic permeable membrane usually made from
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). In one study [1], a carbon dioxide sensor was fabricated using a
combination of a miniature iridium oxide electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The pH
sensitive electrode may also be replaced in favor of more suitable reference electrodes depending on
operation conditions, such as the polyaniline based pH electrode [112]. The oxygen sensor operates on
similar principles, but the gas sensitive membrane is particular to oxygen and the pH sensing electrode
may be eliminated [113]. An integrated sensor for measuring pH and the aforementioned gases has
also been reported in [114].
5.4. FET Based Sensors
In another type of sensor, the working electrode is made from a semiconductor, and is electrically
insulated from the solution. Sensing can then be done electrostatically by measuring capacitance
changes or by utilizing electrostatic transconductance effects. Examples of such a device are the
biological field-effect transistor (BioFET) and ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET), shown in
Figure 14. These devices share the same features of a field-effect transistor, with doped source and
drain contacts separated by a semiconductor channel of opposite doping. In a BioFET (and ISFET), the
regular polysilicon gate contact which controls the amount of inversion in the channel is replaced by a
conductive electrolyte solution. The insulator of the ISFET can now be coated with various different
films that make it sensitive to different ions. An uncoated SiO2 insulator is natively sensitive to
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hydrogen ions and can therefore be used as a pH sensor [115]. Alternatively, oligonucleotides could be
immobilized onto the ISFET and made into a DNA sensor. For this type of sensor, a reference
electrode is required to set the potential of the electrolyte and to allow for channel inversion. In fact,
the potential on the reference electrode determines the transistor’s operating point and has thus an
important effect on the sensitivity, linearity, and noise performance of the sensor.
Figure 14. Simplified structure of an ISFET sensor.

The real advantage to employing FETs in the possibility of miniaturization and mass production at
relatively low cost, due to prospect of adopting standard integrated circuit (IC) fabrication procedures
for FET-based biosensors. Typically, the bio-sensors are extremely specific to their targets, and use
antibodies or single stranded DNA (ssDNA) to bind the target molecule and induce an electrical
response. Such is exactly the case associated with the BioFET; a FET device whose surface is
modified with ssDNA, and relies on DNA hybridization to induce a change in electrical current
response [87,116,117]. A typical BioFET is designed by removing the gate metal and replacing it with
ssDNA to be immersed in an electrolyte or test solution. Also, the gate is biased by employing a
reference electrode immersed in the electrolyte solution [116]. The FET is also used in protein
detection such as albumin [118,119]. A study focusing on albumin detection [118] used anti-albumin
to modify the gate dielectric. An Ag/AgCl macro-scale electrode immersed in an electrolyte solution
was used to bias the gate using a voltage source. The device operation is based on the fact that albumin
is a charged protein, and as it binds with anti-albumin, there is an accumulation of charge at the gate,
which inherently induces a change in the current. There has been considerable effort to attain stability
and accuracy in such sensors [120-122] dealing with modeling potential drift and preventative
measures.
5.5. Other Types of Sensors
Other sensors are DNA-based [123] and use screen printed carbon three-electrode systems, where
the working electrode is modified with double stranded DNA to allow for detection of water
contaminants, or ssDNA for detection of hybridization of DNA, similar to the idea employed in the
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Bio-FET. An Ag/AgCl reference electrode may be used for the purpose of monitoring the reference
electrode and observing changes in the electrical signal. Studies have also been targeted towards
sensing hemoglobin levels in blood [124] and various amino acids and carbohydrates [125] with the
aid of miniaturized reference electrodes.
An important use of reference electrodes is in medical recording, such as electroencephalography
(EEG). The recording electrode is used to measure electrical signals that emanate from biological
activities such as neuronal action potentials. The potential of the reference electrode must be constant
so as to prevent contamination of the signal. When performing measurements in-vivo, and when
dealing with implantable electrodes, the requirements for microfabricated reference electrodes become
more stringent. The popular Ag/AgCl cannot be directly used without proper encapsulation since it can
leak silver ions into the cerebrospinal fluid. The filling solution is taken to be one which is isotonic
with the test solution (blood or spinal fluid) to maintain liquid junction stability. On the other hand,
other reference electrodes that do not contaminate the environment can be used. The positive aspect is
that requirements of insensitivity to pH or other cationic species can be relaxed, relying on the body’s
own control systems to maintain constant salt concentrations and pH.
6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

With a growing demand for the availabiliy of simple, inexpensive biosensors, the prospect of
miniaturization of the reference electrode for biosensing applications becomes quite promising. A
miniaturized reference electrode becomes a vital and integral part of any such biosensing device, and
should be given high priority for its effective minaturization and optimization. With a range of already
available fabrication techniques, and generally simple designs, as in the case of the Ag/AgCl electrode,
mass fabrication of miniaturized electrodes [126-128] for biosensors [129-131] becomes a viable
possibility Simplified reference electrodes have already been commercialized in the case of glucose
biosensors and in sensors for blood-gas analysis. The abundance of probe analyte in the sample,
relatively mild sensitivity and stability requirements and the need for low-cost sensors have enabled
these devices to be the de-facto standard in these applications. It is foreseeable that the same benefits,
namely: low-cost, ease of manufacture and integration of these reference electrodes will make them
attractive for other biosensing applications that require higher stability and sensitivity to low
concentrations of analytes in the sample. These evolving trends will need improvements in both the
type, structure and fabrication of these electrodes.
Due to miniaturization, the volume and the surface area of the reference electrode decreases. This
reduction in size is attractive as it enables the integration of these sensing electrodes into small devices
for portable diagnositic devices. However, the penalty that one pays is a reduction in stability and
lifetime. In the case of Ag/AgCl electrode, the total amount of Ag and AgCl present at the electrode
determine its lifetime. Therefore, the current thin-film microfabricated reference electrodes have
significantly lower lifetime of operation as compared to macroscale ones. One approach to increasing
the lifetime of the electrodes will be to develop microfabrication technology to accommodate thick
film Ag/AgCl electrodes, especially for applications that require monitoring of analytes over long
period of time. Thick film electrodes can be fabricated using well established electroplating, screen
printing and inkjet deposition methods. However, integrating them with microchannels and the rest of
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the sensing system proves to be a challenge and they need to be planar and have low surface
roughness. Surface micromachining methods [132,133] can be used for incorporating thick film
electrodes particularly with non planar topography with other elements of the sensing system.
Another approach to solving the lifetime problem is to develop methods to periodically regenerate
the chemcial constituents of the reference electrode. For example, in the case of the standard hydrogen
reference electrode, the H2 gas which is one of the components of the electrochemcial reaction that
determines the potential of the electrode, can be either supplied from the outside or can be generated
in-situ. The design and form factor of the electrode becomes unweildy if the it is supplied from
outside. However, in-situ generation of the gas from water and storage in a matrix such as Paladium
will provide a stable potential at the electrode for as long as the H2 gas is present and accessible to the
electrochemical reaction. This method is best suited for microfabricated electrodes and electrodes of
this kind will be actively investigated in the future.
The stability of the potential in a reference electrode is related to the surface area. Microfabricated
electrodes have lower surface area and hence their stability is lower than the macroscale reference
electrodes. This factor becomes more important in analysis that happen over long periods of time or
are sensitive. One approach to increasing the stability of microfabricated reference electrodes will be
to increase the effective surface area available at the surface with a fixed nominal surface area. This
can be accomplished by incorporating nanostructures such as nanowires, nanosheets and nanoporous
structures of the Ag and AgCl on the electrode surface. The density of the nanostrucutures increase the
effective surface area and increases the stability of the microfabricated reference electrodes.
In addition to the development in Ag/AgCl reference electrodes, another active area of research in
the future will be in the development of miniaturized calomel and hydrogen reference electrodes. As
the microfabrication technology develops to enable complex structural fabrication increasingly
possible, the reference electrode format that were difficult to accomplish in the past will be possible in
the future.
In addition, macroscopic reference electrode electrochemical testing may be applied to miniaturized
models, allowing for thorough characterization and optimization. The aim of such research is the
eventual miniaturization of all types of reference electrodes for use in biomedical sensors, which
would be readily available for bed-side use at households and hospitals without requiring much
training or expertise. Inevitably, this will reduce costs and spark a new commercial industry for
miniaturized biosensor development.
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